The effect of pulse repetition frequency on the uptake into electropermeabilized cells in vitro with possible applications in electrochemotherapy.
Electrochemotherapy is a technique where electric pulses in combination with chemotherapeutic agents are applied to tumor cells. In general, patients find electrochemotherapy tolerable, in spite of unpleasant sensations associated with contraction of muscles located beneath or in the vicinity of the electrodes. These contractions are due to the intensity of the electric pulses required for effective electropermeabilization of tumor cell membranes. Since a train of eight electric pulses with repetition frequency of 1 Hz is usually applied to the tumors, each pulse in the train excites underlying nerves and provokes muscle contractions. Therefore, for patients involved in electrochemotherapy, the use of pulses with repetition frequency higher than the frequency of tetanic contraction would represent reduced number of muscle contractions and associated unpleasant sensations. Our results of the uptake of Lucifer Yellow into electropermeabilized cells in vitro show that with increased repetition frequency the uptake stays at similar levels even at frequencies up to 8.3 kHz. On the basis of these results the possibilities for the clinical use of pulses with high repetition frequency in electrochemotherapy are considered.